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Bhubaneswar, was made the capitol of Odisha after independence.  It is still 

closely linked with Cuttuck, its twin city and the previous capitol  It is known as 

'the city of temples' as there were once over one thousand temples in the old city. 

Lingaraja Temple is considered to be on the finest examples of Hindu 

architecture in India. It was the ancient capital of the Kalinga Empire and the 

architectural legacy of that period is its greatest attraction. Oriya dance, sand 

artistry, handicraft work, sculpture, festivals, music and theatre are world 

famous.

Dhauli, just 8 km from Bhubaneswar, was the scene of the gruesome Kalinga 

War.  It was here that in 261BC, King Ashoka converted to Buddhism, spreading 

Buddhism throughout Asia with the help of his son and daughter.

In 2BC, on the twin hills of Kandagiri and Udyagiri, stood a Jain Monastary 

made of cave-like chambers carved into the hills.  Artistic carvings of the king's 

reign can still be seen here.

Modern day Bhubaneswar is a planned city, designed by German architect Otto 

Konigsberger.  An emerging IT hub and a boom in the metals and metal 

processing industries, has brought rapid development.  It has several educational 

institutes of national and international importance.

Varkala - Anjengo Fort, Calicut

Lingaraj Temple, Bhubaneswar



Bhubaneswar FOP participants and feedback

Betty Steinhauer, Canada
Chairperson,

The People Bridge Charitable Foundation

Spiritual power is lasting and was 
leading the whole world in ancient “times. We have to give more stress to 

simple living and high thinking, in which 
India might take the lead.”

Basudeb Rautray
Urological Surgeon, Brigadier

India has done so much in teaching us 
about spirituality. I need to be able to “articulate and voice it to my 

neighbours and community ”

AnuradhaBiswal
Indian track and field athlete

Anup Patnaik
Director General Vigilance

We had buddhism and Gandhi and 
crave a return to that system. The “future of power lies in spirituality not 

in anything else.”

The future has to be democratic. We 
are saying corruption and other things “are there but it is up to us to stop it .”

B C Jena
Chairman, 

Central Electricity Supply Utility

For self empowerment, from 
tomorrow I will meditate for half an “hour daily.”

Aurbindo Behera
Member, Revenue Board

In public life people need to think 
that they are trustees of the people “and not of their own prestige.”

Starting from tomorrow I will try to 
help at least three people every day “and at the end of the day introspect 

how successful I have been in my 
endeavour.”

Biswabhushan Harichandan
Ex Minister Revenue

Bijaya Mishra
Principal,

RD Women‛s College

I would like to be in silence for some 
time everyday as I am doing now and “go deeper within to explore the soul 

power which I think is the ultimate power.”

 Deepa Padhi
Vice President, 

Theosophical Order of Services

I understood the power of listening 
and I will in future listen more.”“

Brijmohan Bhai
Principal Secretary,

Brahmakumaris



The future of power is to know the 
self and others, to know your rights “and others rights and to fight for 

those rights together.”

Kasturi Mohapatra
Commissioner for Person with Disabilities

Education is power. I will help 
educating 5 poor children every year “in India .”

Keshab Panda
CEO, L&T Integrated
Engineering Services

Jagannath Mohapatra
Former Chairman,

Bhubaneswar Municipality Corporation

The leader who leads a moral life can 
command respect. A little bit of “autocracy will help when democracy 

is helpless.”
Jagadananda
Commissioner, 

Right to Information Commission

Frederic Larbarthe, France
Founder, UNESCO Centre for
International Education, Hanoi

Some leaders were powerful but did 
not have manners, others had “manners but were not powerful. We 

need both.

Let us speak to our younger 
generation to learn from our “mistakes.  The inner strength of India 

is its values system and spirituality.  If we 
are able to revive our old values, India can 
easily become a world leader.”

Gopal Chandra Nanda 
Former, Director General Police

Power will only come when we 
refer to the highest power for the “self, the community, the country, 

the earth. ”

Gajapati Maharaja Dibyasingha Deb
Chairperson, Sri Jagannath Temple

We need to develop an understanding 
of  spiritual power and to develop our “internal capacity in order to 

understand what we need to help 
ourselves.We have to leave this behind for 
future generations.”

Dhiren Padhi
Former State Chief Information Commissioner

Real power is dependent upon the 
elevated consciousness. India is rich “in this. ”

Commodore Kuldeep Chaturvedi 
Former Deputy Director General NCC Orissa

BK Leena
Sub Zonal In Charge 

Brahma Kumaris



Knowledge is Power. Power is 
winning over. Knowledge helps us “to win over.”

Prashad Harichandan
Chief Whip of Congress Party, Odisha

Paramita Mohapatra
Managing Director,

Utkal Manfacturing & Services Ltd.

Following our cinscience will always 
increase our power. It takes “courage.”

Maureen Chen
Participant’s Liaison, FOP Team

Mukti K Mishra
President,

Centurion University

Convert negative energy to positive 
strength and create greater common “good.”

recognised and used to the fullest “extent possible.”

The power of the soul should be 

Nadia Moghbelpoor
Principal,

Blossom School

Power is an ability to act with 
strength, authority and control.The “future of power is in me, in us. I am 

going to put in my best to touch people 
with the healing power of music  ”

Nazia Alam
Classical Singer

Nizar Juma
Initiator and Host of the
Future of Power project

We explored the powers of silence, of 
the mind and of spirituality through “our individual experiences.”

The future of power is the ability to 
stand up for the truth that comes “from our inner voice.  It has been 

compromised over time.”

Nevill Hodgkinson, UK
Chairman,

Janki Foundation for Global Health Care

Prashant Nanda 
Actor, Director and Politician

Mind power and spirituality are 
directly linked. The future of power “will be for those who control 

themselves .”

Priyambada Mohanty Hejmade 
First Odishi Dancer, Scientist 

and  Padmashree



Thoughts are the root of all power. If 
we have good thoughts and pure “feelings for people and for matter 

everything will come back to a state of 
heaven.”

The future of power is harnessing 
the way you use your inner power to “shape the future. ”

T P Das 
Director, L V Prasad Eye Institute

Varaiporn Sintop, Thiland
Space Scientist – Geo-informatics 

and Space Technology Development Agency

Sanghmitra Mohanty 
Vice-Chancellor, North Orissa University

I will be non-compromising on 
ethical values in my day to day work “and will try to convince people whilst 

interaction with them, the positive points 
of this .”

Ultimate power is from the 
Almighty, how do I as an individual “receive, channel and effect that 

power for the benefit of the society ?”

Santosh Mishra 
President, Kever Pharma Pvt. Ltd.

There should be a prime influence, a 
spiritual power that transcends all “other powers.”

Rajkishore Mishra 
Secretary, 

Odisha Sahitya Akademy College Association

I will work towards building 
concensus in creating awareness for “good things and strengthening 

fundamental qualities and eliminating 
negatives. ”

Rajib Shekhar Sahoo 
Principal Partner, SRB & Associates

Continue to spread the spiritual 
values. ”“

S K Tamotia 
Director General, Bhavan‛s

Centre for Communication & Management

In future I feel that gradually people 
are getting conscious and people “with power in society will use power 

without oppressing and they will stick to 
their responsibility of serving the people.”

S B Mishra
Former Chief Secretory of Orissa

The future of power is a shift from 
money to spiritual power.  This will “take the whole population, 

environment and everything forward in 
harmony. ”

Dr Shruti Mohapatra
Chairperson Swabhiman

Director, Disability Commissioner

Recognise that we have immense 
resources within and we need to tap “into those resources. We have 

forgotten our spiritual heritage.”

Stephen Berkeley, Australia
Manager Organisation Development, 

GHRC, Mt. Abu, Raj.



Bhubaneswar • December 2011

Invited guests to full capacity 
at the Mayfair Central Hall

Neville Hodgekinson interviewing Nadia Moghbelpoor 
a panelist during the evening event.

Setting the mood for the evening by 
the well loved Odisha artist Nazia Alam

Future of Power Dialogue, 10 December 2011

The stage participants:   
(L:R) Neville Hodgekinson, BK Leena, 

Gajapati Maharaja, BK Brijmohan, Nizar Juma

The Maharani Lilabati Patamahadei 
having a frindly chat with 
Maureen Chen of FOP 

Escorting the Chief guests:
Nizar Juma, Gajapati Maharaja, 

Maharani Lilabati, Stephen Berkley
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